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“We are busy with a little interrogation here. But our
friend is taking some strain. He says he can’t breathe prop-
erly. Could you just take a look at him? . . . [I]s he faking
it? . . . In your opinion, as a doctor, how much more can
he take?”

—DAMON GALGUT, THE GOOD DOCTOR

These questions were addressed to a young South
African army doctor as he stood before a bruised
man who was lying on the floor and breathing

heavily. The doctor had been conscripted, given the rank
of lieutenant, and assigned to a small field hospital near
the Angolan border. Until that moment, his responsibili-
ties had been limited to medical care: treating the sick or
wounded. But now he had been summoned by the camp
commandant to perform a different task, one that would
haunt him for years to come. The doctor considered the
questions “insane, . . . the measuring points of an invert-
ed world” in which doctors are called upon, not to “heal
and repair,” but to assist in the “calculated demolition of
nerves and flesh.” But the glare of the commandant’s
“dead eyes” reminded the doctor what was being asked of
him. He told himself: “The man on the floor is an
enemy, who will in any case not last the night. It is my-
self I must look after.” The doctor provided the assurance
requested (“He won’t die yet”), was amiably thanked for

his advice, and permitted to depart. In the days that fol-
lowed, his guilt was subdued by rationalization: “It
would have made no difference. You didn’t have a choice.
You only answered the question.”

This is a fictitious account of the so-called “dark art of
interrogation” in the darkest days of Apartheid. But fac-
tual counterparts abound. There are numerous reports of
real doctors in grim “inverted worlds” where they are no
longer called upon to heal.1 Most recently, there has been
mounting evidence of physician complicity in abusive in-
terrogation at Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo Bay.2 These
revelations give Galgut’s story greater resonance. Voices
that address the legal, ethical, and practical ramifications
of physician involvement in interrogation are vital to any
discussion of this topic. However, the voices of American
physicians complicit in aggressive interrogations have—
perhaps not surprisingly—been absent from the debate.
Literature—which is neither muted by the fear of speak-
ing out nor silenced by orders from superiors—may re-
mind us what is at stake when we bring physicians into
interrogation.

The Contours of Physician Participation

Although we do not yet have a complete picture of the
involvement of physicians in interrogation at Abu

Ghraib and Guantanamo Bay, its contours have been
clearly sketched. We know that in late 2002, a behavioral
science consultation team—an entity staffed by a psychi-
atrist and a psychologist and known colloquially as a
“Biscuit”—was established in Guantanamo Bay to assist
with the interrogation of detainees. We also know that in
late 2003, another Biscuit was established at Abu Ghraib
on the recommendation of Major General Geoffrey
Miller—then camp commander at Guantanamo—who
considered the team “essential in developing integrated
interrogation strategies and assessing interrogation intel-
ligence production.”3 At both facilities, one-way mirrors
were installed that would have enabled medical person-
nel to monitor interrogations without being in the inter-
rogation room.4 And army records show that psycholo-
gists sometimes sat in on interrogations.5
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According to Colonel Thomas Pappas, head of military in-
telligence (MI) at Abu Ghraib, a physician worked alongside
the psychiatrist. In his testimony to the Taguba inquiry, Pap-
pas explained that military intelligence teams—also known as
“tiger teams”—prepare individual “interrogation plans” for
detainees, including a “sleep plan” and “medical standards,”
and that a “physician and psychiatrist . . . are on hand to mon-
itor what we are doing.”6 He told the inquiry that “[t]he doc-
tor and the psychiatrist . . . look at the files to see what the in-
terrogation plan recommends” and added—perhaps seeking
to legitimize the interrogation process or to pass the buck—
that “they have the final say as to what is implemented.”

To date, no interrogation or management plan has been
made public. However, a number of requests for permission to
carry out aggressive interrogations were sent by Pappas to
Lieutenant General Sanchez, the commander on the ground
in Iraq, and some have been leaked to the press.

In one example, Pappas seeks permission to conduct an ag-
gressive interrogation of a Syrian detainee believed to possess
information about insurgent safe houses and the smuggling of
foreign fighters into Iraq. Pappas requests permission “at a
maximum, [to] throw tables, chairs, invade his personal space
and yell continuously” at the detainee, while taking “all neces-
sary precautions that all thrown objects are clear of the de-
tainee and will not coerce the detainee in any way.”7 If the de-
tainee “has not broken yet,” he is to be moved to the “segre-
gation phase,” during which he will be transported to another
location and strip-searched in the presence of barking military
dogs. This is to occur after an empty sandbag has been placed
over the detainee’s head “for the safety of himself” and others.
Finally, he is to be placed on a seventy-two-hour “adjusted
sleep schedule,” during which he will be interrogated contin-
uously using such approaches as “fear up harsh” and “pride
and ego down,” as well as silence, loud music, and stress posi-
tions. Other interrogation plans may have been even more ag-
gressive. Official and unofficial reports indicate that detainees
have been subjected to various other forms of pressure, rising
to the level of coercion, including exposure to temperature ex-
tremes, a tactic sometimes used in combination with pro-
longed isolation.8

At this time, there is no conclusive evidence that a physi-
cian or psychiatrist approved the aggressive interrogation tac-
tics described in this plan. We know, however, that this ap-
proval was central to the system envisaged by Miller and de-
scribed by Pappas. That system also looked to them to con-
firm that detainees would not suffer long-term harm. Howev-
er, Miller’s description of the strategic role of Biscuits makes
clear that medical personnel were not simply gatekeepers.
There is evidence, for example, that they reviewed detainee
medical records to find “weak spots”—such as a severe phobia
of the dark—and that they advised interrogators to exploit de-
tainees’ fears and induce extreme stress in order to create op-
portunities to reshape their behavior.9 Some detainees have
also claimed that they were forcibly drugged as part of the in-
terrogation process.10 Until military doctors speak out about
their experiences or more documents become public, ques-

tions about the nature of their participation will remain. But
we can and should begin addressing the legal and ethical issues
now.

The Legal Boundaries

The question of torture has received considerable attention
from both public officials and academic commentators

since the 9/11 attacks, most infamously in the now-discredit-
ed August 2002 memorandum from then Assistant Attorney
General Jay Bybee to then White House Counsel Alberto
Gonzalez. That memo narrowly defined physical torture as re-
quiring pain “equivalent in intensity to the pain accompany-
ing serious physical injury, such as organ failure, the perma-
nent impairment of a significant bodily function, or even
death.”11 The prohibition of torture is of fundamental impor-
tance and, as Jeremy Waldron has recently argued, archetypal
of the line that separates law from brutality.12 Although the
current academic debate often ignores this, the international
ban is absolute.13 Unlike other “qualified” human rights, it
may not be overridden in the pursuit of social or military ob-
jectives. The Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, In-
human or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (known as
“the Torture Convention”) also makes clear that “[n]o excep-
tional circumstances . . . may be invoked as a justification of
torture,” a point the United States did not dispute when it rat-
ified the Convention.14 However, torture is not the only form
of conduct prohibited. International human rights law—
which applies in war as well as times of peace15—also pro-
hibits cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment or punish-
ment16 and requires the humane treatment of detainees.17 In-
terrogation techniques employed in the “war on terror,” such
as stress positions, hooding, sleep deprivation, and subjecting
detainees to noise, can constitute inhuman and degrading
treatment, particularly when used in combination.18

Where the Geneva Conventions apply—and the Bush ad-
ministration has accepted that they apply in Iraq—they pro-
vide further protections for detainees. In addition to prohibi-
tion of physical and mental torture and “any other form of co-
ercion,” prisoners of war must be protected against “acts of vi-
olence or intimidation and against insults and public curiosi-
ty.” If they refuse to answer questions during interrogation,
they “may not be threatened, insulted, or exposed to any un-
pleasant or disadvantageous treatment of any kind.”19 Similar
protections are also provided for civilian detainees.20 Depriv-
ing a prisoner of war of a meal when he refuses to answer a
question would be a “simple” breach of the Geneva Conven-
tions. But if a detainee is exposed to a regime of stressors that
constitutes inhuman treatment or deliberately causes great
suffering, then—even though the treatment does not rise to
the level of torture—a grave breach of the Geneva Conven-
tions will have been committed.21 Grave breaches are also
called “war crimes.”22

The implications for a physician or psychiatrist who ap-
proves or monitors an aggressive interrogation are staggering-
ly clear. He cannot focus solely on medical criteria. Legal
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thresholds—most notably those in the Geneva Conven-
tions—may be passed long before the long-term physical or
mental health of the detainee is implicated. If doctors ignore
those thresholds, they will find themselves in violation of the
Geneva Conventions, and in some cases they will be complic-
it in the commission of war crimes. Doctors who participate
in interrogation should therefore be as well-schooled in the
legal standards applicable to interrogation tactics as they are in
any medical standards.23

An Ethical Compass

Law is not the only constraint on physician participation in
interrogation. Professional

ethical standards also speak to
this matter. Not surprisingly,
the principles of medical ethics
adopted by the U.N. General
Assembly for the protection of
detainees take the view that
physician participation or com-
plicity in torture or cruel, inhu-
man, or degrading treatment is
a “gross contravention of med-
ical ethics.”24 The principles also
hold that medical ethics are
contravened when physicians
use their knowledge and skills to
assist in interrogation—or to
certify detainees’ fitness for in-
terrogation—when it may ad-
versely affect a detainee’s physi-
cal or mental health or condi-
tion and it is “not in accordance
with the relevant international
instruments.”25 But the principles do not provide thorough or
clear ethical guidance for physicians participating in an inter-
rogation conducted in compliance with international human
rights law and the laws of war. It is here that more work is ur-
gently needed.

At least one academic has argued that physicians should
not be permitted to rely on their professional obligations to
escape the duties of citizenship, and that those duties may re-
quire physicians to participate in aggressive interrogations—
even those that violate international law.26 And a senior De-
partment of Defense official has contended that physicians
who participate in interrogation are not acting as physicians,
and that medical ethics simply do not apply.27 These claims
deprive physicians of a vital ethical compass to guide them
through the most dangerous terrain. Moreover, they are in-
consistent with the underlying assumption of the U.N. Prin-
ciples—namely, that when physicians exercise medical knowl-
edge and skill, they should be subject to the constraints of
medical ethics. A more candid approach would be to ac-
knowledge that physicians are being asked to participate in in-
terrogation because they are physicians, and that this may be

due to their social authority as much as—if not more than—
their technical skill. The important question then is: are these
interrogation practices activities in which physicians should
be involved?

Addressing this question requires us all to face up to the
tension between the medical profession’s social and therapeu-
tic purposes. Physicians should not be left entirely on their
own to chart a course between these competing concerns. A
map should be drawn up with input from military and civil-
ian personnel, physicians, lawyers, ethicists, and laity. Howev-
er, there are some lessons that can be drawn from internation-
al human rights jurisprudence and its experience over the last
half century in mediating between human rights and compet-

ing social concerns. Human
rights law seeks to maintain the
primacy of human rights while
permitting the state to interfere
with them in compelling cases.
Although some human rights
are absolute, as is the case with
the prohibition on torture, oth-
ers—such as the right to priva-
cy—are qualified. Interference
with the latter may be justified
if, and only if, it responds to a
pressing social or public need,
pursues a legitimate aim, is pro-
portionate with the achievement
of that aim, and uses the least
restrictive means possible.28 The
burden is on those seeking to
justify the interference.

An ethical template for
physicians should address simi-
lar cumulative concerns. Do the

nontherapeutic practices—in this case, advice on the design
and implementation of interrogation plans—respond to a
pressing social or public need? Are they designed to achieve a
legitimate aim? Are they proportionate with that aim? Is the
practice tailored so that the incompatibility with therapeutic
medicine is minimized? Can the practice be safely and effec-
tively performed by someone other than a physician? These
questions may not always be easily answered, but those seek-
ing to justify physician participation in nontherapeutic prac-
tices should bear the burden of proof.

Pragmatic Pitfalls

Those who advocate physician participation in interroga-
tion must also anticipate the pragmatic hazards. One ar-

gument often made in support of involving physicians in in-
terrogation is that their presence may prevent more aggressive
conduct by interrogators. Without the physician, supposedly,
even greater abuses would occur. But the implications of this
argument are usually ignored. The physician who stands by
while an interrogator commits war crimes would have no de-

There is evidence that
medical personnel at Abu
Ghraib reviewed detainee

medical records to find
“weak spots,” and that they

advised interrogators to
exploit detainees’ fears.
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fense simply on the grounds that the abuse might have been
even more egregious in his absence.

The argument also ignores the social or institutional pres-
sure on the physician not to intervene in an abusive interro-
gation. This may arise from public statements by military or
civilian leadership (such as Miller’s description of the Guan-
tanamo detainees as “the worst of the worst”29), from active
discouragement by interrogators and other military person-
nel, from a physician’s reluctance to confront those on whom
his own safety depends, or from a desire to save interventions
for the most egregious cases so as not to exhaust the ability to
exercise influence. All these factors are likely to have a chilling
effect on physician intervention.
Moreover, physicians who fail to
intervene may unwittingly en-
courage interrogators to go fur-
ther. Like the child who is not
disciplined by his parents, an in-
terrogator may become more
and more aggressive in order to
determine the boundaries of his
conduct.

These are empirical claims,
open to refutation. There is
good reason to suspect that such
escalation occurred in Iraq,
however, and that we always risk
such escalation when we use
physicians as gatekeepers of abu-
sive conduct.30

We must be honest about
what it is that we expect from
physicians in interrogation and
why we are asking them to par-
ticipate. It is clear that not all medical personnel attached to
Biscuits were selected for their technical skills. The level of
training of most Biscuit medical personnel is not publicly
known, but the forensic psychiatrist dispatched to military in-
telligence at Abu Ghraib in late 2003 did not appear to have
any special training that would have prepared him for his new
assignment.31 Physicians should not be used simply to confer
an air of legitimacy or the imprimatur of decency on aggres-
sive interrogations.

If we are truly concerned about protecting the health of
detainees during interrogation, it would be better not to em-
bark on aggressive interrogation at all. The U.S. Army’s own
field manual states that the use of coercion (including intimi-
dation, threats, and insults) is “not necessary to gain the co-
operation of sources for interrogation . . ., is a poor technique
that yields unreliable results, may damage subsequent collec-
tion efforts, and can induce the source to say what he thinks
the interrogator wants to hear.”32 The FBI claims to have
adopted more benign “rapport-building” techniques in its in-
terrogations abroad, and its employees have been critical of
the more aggressive approaches used by the Department of
Defense.33 A number of experienced interrogators and psy-

chologists—including the chief psychologist of the Naval
Criminal Investigation Service—have also expressed the view
that rapport-building is the most effective approach for pro-
ducing reliable information.34 They doubt the efficacy of ag-
gressive tactics on suspected Al Qaeda operatives, even in
“ticking time bomb” scenarios.35 For obvious legal and ethical
reasons, no experiment could legitimately be conducted to
disprove their thesis.

Although noncoercive interrogation would not ordinarily
implicate a detainee’s health, there is a case for having an in-
dependent physician on standby. But this individual should
be truly an advocate for the detainee—like a suspect’s lawyer

present during police question-
ing. Such a physician should be
unaccountable to military intel-
ligence and insulated as much as
possible from the institutional
pressures of the interrogation
environment and the military
mission.36 His presence should
reflect and embody the aspira-
tion, voiced by Rafael Campo,
that “[e]ven the most despised
and isolated of patients has
someone to whom he can turn,
one who truly does have the
power to heal.”37

Those who wish to endorse
the active participation of physi-
cians in the design and imple-
mentation of interrogation
plans must be prepared to em-
brace the interrogation ethos
and its institutional sequelae,

not just the practice. They must be ready to teach “interroga-
tion medicine” and “interrogation psychiatry” courses, which
would presumably explore the physiological and psychologi-
cal responses to interrogation stressors. They must also be
ready to admit specialization in these fields and to accept the
establishment of professional societies for those who practice
in them. And they must endure all the consequences this may
have for physicians and medicine in civilian life.

Here, we would do well to remember Galgut’s army doc-
tor. In the highly pressured interrogation environment, he
failed to intervene. This became his “grand defining mo-
ment,” and he soon learned to accept failure as an “inevitable
part of [his] position.” The reader finds him, decades later, in
a rundown and forgotten hospital in a rural backwater in a
post-Apartheid South Africa. He has few patients to treat and
is reluctant to do anything that would alter this state of affairs.
He is a physician who has lost his way and, with it, the will to
heal. By setting physicians up to fail in an aggressive interro-
gation environment, we risk destroying them not just as heal-
ers, but as human beings. We also undermine trust in physi-
cians generally and in the institutions to which they belong.

The physician who stands
by while an interrogator

commits war crimes would
have no defense on grounds
the abuse might have been

more egregious in
his absence.
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In a “war on terror” that has no foreseeable end, these are sure-
ly costs we cannot afford to pay.38
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Modern bioethics is now approaching the forty-year
mark, and bioethics centers and programs have pro-
liferated in universities around the country. Yet as

these programs are becoming more established, seeking to
tenure their faculty, to graduate students, and to secure their
funding, a set of questions and concerns is arising that all of
them share. Has the field of bioethics matured to the point
that centers and programs should become academic depart-
ments? Should they grant tenure in bioethics, or instead pro-
vide a home for faculty tenured in traditional disciplines—
law, medicine, and philosophy, for example? Should more
universities offer master’s degrees and doctorates in bioethics?
How secure is the future of bioethics within the academy any-
way?

To address these issues, the University of Minnesota’s Cen-
ter for Bioethics and Consortium on Law and Values in
Health, Environment & the Life Sciences convened a meeting
in Minneapolis on May 5 for the directors of approximately

fifty major bioethics centers and programs around the coun-
try, as well as several in Canada. Sixteen bioethics programs
cosponsored the meeting (from Case Western Reserve Univer-
sity, University of Chicago, Georgetown University, The Hast-
ings Center, Johns Hopkins University, University of
Louisville, Loyola University Chicago, Medical College of
Wisconsin, Michigan State University, Northwestern Univer-
sity, University of Pennsylvania, Stanford University, Universi-
ty of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston, Tuskegee University,
University of Virginia, and University of Washington). The
meeting was funded by The Greenwall Foundation and the
University of Minnesota’s Consortium. The authors moderat-
ed.

Programs represented at the meeting included not only
bioethics centers housed in academic health centers or med-
ical schools but also programs based in law schools, schools of
public health, and elsewhere within universities. They also in-
cluded centers and programs not affiliated with universities,
such as those at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and
the Veterans Health Administration. The programs also varied
in their scope, with some focusing on clinical bioethics, some
on health law and human rights, and some on medical hu-
manities. Minnesota’s Consortium exemplified a program fo-
cusing not only on traditional bioethics issues in biomedicine
but also on issues in environmental, agricultural, veterinary,
and life sciences.

The day began with the leaders of five programs discussing
the issues they face, beginning with the core question of
whether bioethics remains an interdisciplinary field or is be-
coming its own discipline. Ruth Faden of Johns Hopkins
asked, for example, whether bioethics is following or should
follow the trajectory of epidemiology, which has become its
own field. Many participants felt that the answer to this ques-
tion would tell us much about the wisdom of granting degrees
in bioethics and reconfiguring programs as tenuring depart-
ments. Jeffrey Kahn of the University of Minnesota pointed
out that many bioethics programs have faculty whom they
house and fund but who are tenured and promoted by other
units. Should work environment, salary support, and tenure
home be merged?

The third panelist, Stuart Youngner of Case Western Re-
serve, asked how secure the future of bioethics really is. A
number of others echoed this concern, pondering not just
how secure programs are financially and administratively, but
also what political challenges programs face in a time of con-
tentious partisan politics. Vanessa Northington Gamble of
Tuskegee University commented that in light of the country’s
changing demography, the relative lack of racial and ethnic di-
versity at the meeting suggested that the future of bioethics
was not in the room. She discussed the impetus for an up-
coming conference on creating a Black agenda in bioethics.
She urged that bioethics programs should devote resources to
public education and activism. Ezekiel Emanuel concluded
the opening panel by challenging the group to consider the
goals of doing work in bioethics. If the goals include improv-
ing medical practice and influencing how people approach is-
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